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Abstract 

Non-destructive tests are used to evaluate the serviceability and safety of the structures. Schmidt hammer 
and ultrasonic pulse velocity tests are very common in evaluating concrete strength. These NDTs are not 
only giving a criteria for retrofitting plan, but also are not affect the integrity of the structures. According 
to different concrete parameters such as aggregates, cement, different placing method, etc, these tests 
should be calibrated with the results of cores’ compression strength. In this study a unique equation is 
derived by combined method for Behbahan Cement Factory in Iran, which is suspected to lack of 
strength in many structures. 
 
Keywords: Schmidt hammer test, hammer rebound, ultra sonic test, pulse velocity, core samples, 
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1. Introduction  

Constructed structures have to be investigated for evaluating the serviceability and 
safety from time to time. Also structures which are suspected to any strength failure are 
to be tested to maintain sustainability evaluation. The results of these evaluations would 
be used by structural engineers to specify whether the structure should be reinforced or 
not and also to maintain the design criteria for reinforcing suspicious structure. Act of 
evaluation can be done non-destructive or destructive and due to cost and damage of 
destructive tests, non-destructive tests are of a great interest.  
Behbahan Cement Factory is the case of this study in which the poor quality of 
concrete due to lack of supervision and lack of knowledge of former contractor make it 
suspicious to failure in many structures. Non uniformity of concrete and aggregates, 
bad placing of concrete and poor quality of aggregates, can visually be seen. The client 
decided to make an evaluation of how worse the situation is and a plan of 
reinforcement. So SANO Consulting Engineers was appointed by the client to evaluate 
the situation of structure and suggest a retrofitting plan. This paper is not presented 
SANO Consulting Engineers conclusive viewpoint. 
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2. Evaluating concrete defects by NDT. 

Due to high expenses of destructive methods of evaluating concrete structures, NTD 
are being considered especially in developing countries. On the other hand destructive 
test may lead to defect in the structures. Among NDT method to evaluate concrete 
status, Schmidt hammer test and ultra sonic test are more popular in the region of study. 
This methods not only are being used to evaluate the compression strength but for 
detecting defects like cracks. In this section principals of these tests will be presented. 

2-1 Schmidt Hammer Test 

This NDT method had been developed in 1948 and widely used because of its 
simplicity. This method is inexpensive and can be done anywhere without any 
additional special instrument.  
In this method Schmidt hammer pushed against the concrete surface while the 
equipment plunger is pressed simultaneously. After a specified pressure of the plunger 
an impact is occurred and the equipment index jump according to rebound strength. 
This rebound can be read on the instrument. According to the Iranian Concrete Manual 
average of 10 rebound readings should be recorded as rebound numbers to evaluate the 
compression strength of concrete. Rebound numbers should be modified according to 
inclination from horizon.  
 
2-1-1 Limitation of Schmidt hammer test   

This NDT method has some limitations that should be considered through analysis. In 
the same sample, rebound numbers can be different due to different surface situations. 
Also different moisture conditions of concrete may lead to different rebound numbers 
in the same sample. Special care should be done to other factor of specimens like size, 
shape, age, aggregates and etc.  

 
2-2 Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity test (UPV) 

In this method pulse velocity of longitudinal vibration by an electro-acoustical 
transducer is measured. To measure the pulse velocity a known path is selected in the 
concrete sample. In the same sample more homogeneous concrete lead to more pulse 
velocity in short distance.4 

2-2-1 Limitation of Pulse Velocity test (UPV) 

This method has some limitations. Bars in concrete may lead to more pulse velocity, 
especially when bars are parallel to pulse path. So when this test is applied to a 
reinforced concrete an engineer should take care of the bars. It is essential to identify 
the bars before performing this test. Also moisture condition affects the result and 
should be noticed. 

 

 



3. Evaluating concrete Strength by core sampling  

Core sampling is a destructive test which is used to evaluate the suspicious concrete. 
Cores are used to determine the compression strength. According to the Iranian 
Concrete Manual, three cores should be taken from a specified concrete to provide best 
evaluation of compression strength. Due to unknown effects of reinforcing bars in the 
samples and also in order to keep the integrity of structure, it is better to provide bar 
detection process before coring and to remove the bars from samples before putting 
them in compression machine. Any visual defect of concrete should be recorded before 
compression test and should be applied in analysis. 

 

4. Methods of analyzing  

In this study, data obtained from Schmidt hammer test, Ultrasonic pulse velocity test 
and core compression test are compared. To reach the best and most confidence result, 
previous relation between rebound number, ultrasonic pulse velocity and core 
compression tests that presented by other researchers and manufacturers of NDT 
instruments were reviewed.  

69 cores where taken from different structures in cement factory. Each core was 
visually scanned for any defect before applying any NDT. Cores are cylindrical in 
shape with 4 inch diameter and different length. Cores length must nominally 2 times 
of diameter for testing by compression machine. Top and bottom of samples were cut 
perpendicular to core axis to provide smooth surface by special cutter. Longer cores are 
divided into shorter cores and providing more cores to be tested. After performing NTD 
on cores, they were capped by mixture of sulfur and clay before putting in compression 
machine. Then obtained compression strengths were converted to compression strength 
of 20×20 cubic sample to be comparable. Afterwards core compression strength were 
compared with equivalent compression strength derived from UPV and rebound 
number.  

 

5. Combined method  

Establishment of a series of specific correlation between the combination of rebound 
hammer number and ultrasonic pulse velocity and the compression strength of concrete, 
each containing a particular aggregate type and being a particular age group, was 
completed in the early 1970s by Samarin and Smorchevsky. Because the transit time 
through aggregate and paste, the identification of aggregate type and time dependent 
properties of cement paste eliminates two major uncontrollable variable of the general 
correlation, the accuracy of the estimated compressive strength can thus be measurably 
improved. Yet another factor which can improve the accuracy of prediction, 
particularly over a wide range of concrete strength level, is the provision for 
nonlinearity of some functions.  

The limitations of a combined method are usually those pertained to the limitation of 
each component test, except when a variation in the properties of concrete affects the 



component test results in opposite directions. For example, an increase in moisture 
content increases pulse velocity but decreases the rebound number.  In this case, the 
errors can be self-correcting. The more information that can be obtained about the 
concrete ingredients, proportions, age, curing conditions, etc. the more reliable the 
estimate is likely to be. When testing suspect quality concrete of unknown composition, 
it is highly desirable to develop a prior correlation relationship. 
The SONREB method is an Australian practical application of the combined technique 
which found practical use in Europe. 

 

6. Statistical analysis 

Previous researches shown that petro graphical properties of aggregates affect the 
rebound numbers considerably. Moreover, concrete mix proportioning and placing 
method of concrete affect the results of NDTs. UPV and Schmidt hammer test results 
should be calibrated according to specific condition of concrete. Thus statistical 
analysis of ultrasonic pulse velocity test and Schmidt hammer test is a must for 
retrofitting purposes executed by NDTs. Here should be noticed that core sampling is a 
basic for calibrating these tests.  

To correlate NDT results with core compression strength, the results are plotted in 
different graphs. Excel used to plot the results and to extract the formula for the 
regression line. R2 is determined for each regression line.  

By definition, R2 is the fraction of the total squared error that is explained by the model. 
Desirable approaching value is one, but some data contain irreducible error. With some 
high order polynomial model this value could get almost near to one even in 
complicated data. But better understanding of data origin and applied statistics lead to 
use best regression. So it is not always suitable to fit a regression model that has a 
respectable-looking R-squared. 

Previous model showed that rebound number vs. compression strength and UPV vs. 
compression strength have almost linear relationship. However some researchers have 
shown other relationship between these results. In this study other regression methods 
were used to check the ability of each model. Although some models give a better R-
squared, in each case the improvement of the model is only a few percent or the model 
is not good at all. Thus it was decided to use linear regression for all data. 

In the following charts relation between each test has been carried out using linear 
regression. Regression equation and R-squared are shown in the charts. As presented in 
the figure 1, R-squared for linear regression for rebound number vs. compression 
strength is 0.2483. It indicates that 24.8% of the changes in one variable are explained 
by a change in related variable. As it can be seen in figure 2, R-squared for linear 
regression for data of UPV and compression strength is 0.6141, which indicates more 
relative predictive power of this model.  

This difference can be explained by how Schmidt hammer test applied. Concrete 
sample in laboratory has not as much as rigidity as concrete in the field. So core 
samples should be hold by compression machine in order to be fixed. Due to small 



diameter of samples, reflection of impact is not the actual one. However the diameter of 
test area should be at least 300mm, as mentioned in ASTM standard, Due to limited 
impact area, some impacts may be done on coarse aggregates and other on the cement 
paste or fine aggregated. Moreover the minimum distance between test points is less 
than what required by ASTM standard. Thus at a limited surface, a variety of rebound 
numbers are recorded and errors could not be prevented. On the other hand, UPV has 
not the same limitations. Thus scattered rebound numbers in comparison to UPV are 
read. 

 

 

Figure 1.Correlation between rebound number and core compression strength. 

 

Figure 2.Correlation between UPV and core compression strength. 



Many researchers believe that best result could not derived by only one NDT method. 
They suggest that using combined NDT is preferred. ISO-strength curves for reference 
concrete represented by SONREB method and the combine method represented by 
Proceq Co. and other methods were reviewed. These methods usually have limitations 
for input values and also their output is sometime over/under estimated.  

 

Figure 3.Correlation between UPV, rebound number and core compression strength. 

 

As mentioned before, deriving a unique correlation relationship is the best replacement 
of using other correlations blindly. In this study 3D scattered diagram was drawn by 
STATISTICA Version 8. Because regression of each 2 components is assumed linear 
due to R-squared, multi regression equation in 3D diagram is assumed in form of 
S=k1+k2* UPV +k3*R. Thus the derived equation will be:  

Compression Strength (N/mm2)=0.0148*UPV+0.5285*R-43.32………....... (1) 

Where UPV=Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (m/s) and R=Rebound Number. 

R-squared for equation (1) is 0.67 and it shows that combined method model is better 
than previous one-component models. 

 



7. Conclusion 

In order to check the serviceability and strength of structures, non-destructive tests are 
used to increase the speed of evaluations. Moreover, NDT would not affect the integrity 
of a structure and a very large number of spot readings can be done with very low cost 
in comparison with destructive tests. Schmidt hammer test and ultrasonic test are very 
convenient and can execute anywhere. These tests have their own limitation and these 
limitations may result in errors. Applying proper correction factor is a must to get the 
reliable results. Despite all the corrections some of the errors are unavoidable. 
Combined method can reduce these errors and give more reliable results.  

Since many factors affect the results of each component of the combined NDT methods 
it is essential to develop a prior correlation relationship between actual compression 
strength of the concrete and the NDTs. So doing some destructive tests in order to 
calibrate the model seems to be unavoidable. 

In the present case study compression test applied to cores obtained from Behbahan 
Cement Factory in Iran and the results are compared with the models created by using 
NDTs. It has been found that with ultra sonic tests, actual compression strength can 
predicted more precisely than with Schmidt hammer test.  

By using combined method, despite the weak relationship between rebound number 
and compression strength, the model is enhanced. R-squared that determined in 
combined method was 0.67; while R-squared obtained from UPV-compression strength 
and rebound number-compression strength were 0.61 and 0.25 respectively.  

By using equation (1), concrete compression strength can be estimated for any structure 
of this factory that made by the same aggregate, only by using rebound number and 
UPV. The strength of this equation is explained by R-squared. It means that 67 percent 
of the changes in compression strength are explained by a change in UPV and rebound 
number. 
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